Abstract. Consider a compact, connected, «-dimensional, triangulable manifold M without boundary, embedded in R"+1 and a continuous vector field on M, given as a map / from M to S" of degree not equal to 0 or (-l)"+l .
INTRODUCTION
Consider a compact, connected, «-dimensional, triangulable manifold M without boundary, embedded in R"+1 and a continuous vector field on M, given as a map / from M to Sn of degree not equal to 0 or (-1)"+1. In this paper it is shown that there exists at least one pair of points x, y £ M satisfying both f(x) = -f(y) and f(x) = pE&r • Geometrically, this means, that the points and the vectors lie on one straight line and the vector field is "repelling". Similarly, if the degree of / is not equal to 0 or 1, then there exists at least one "attracting" pair of points x, y £ M satisfying both f(x) = -f(y) and /(■*) = \\y-x\\ ■ The total multiplicities are k'(k+i~l) ) for repelling pairs and k'(kfx) for attracting pairs.
ate notions of gradient vector field, gradient flows and Morse theory for a nonsmooth function / = max{fi\i = I, ... , m}, where fx,... , fm are rational real-valued functions defined on an open subset O of R"+2 ? In [2] , we proved, that for every point x in O the function / has one-sided directional derivatives; moreover, if at x € O f has a direction of descent, then, at x £ O, / has a unique direction of steepest descent: -Vf(x). We then proved that this noncontinuous vector field -Vf has continuous solution curves everywhere in O and that a version of Morse theory holds. In attempting to prove the uniqueness, of the solution curves, one naturally looks at the "regions" A(a) in O near x, where a certain subset of functions fi.fi,, a -{ix, ... , ij), assumes the maximum and one tries to determine, in which of the regions-if there is a unique one-the solution curve to -Vf through x lies, immediately after passing through x. For that purpose, one takes (n + 1)-dimensional, affine hyperplanes Hk perpendicular to -V/(x) and approaching x and considers the projection onto Hk of -Vf(y), where y lies in one of the regions A(i) f~)Hk . If for infinitely many hyperplanes Hk approaching x, there is an A(i) such that on the boundary of A(i)f) Hk one obtains an attracting point pair, it is to be hoped that then there is a solution curve of -Vf through x in A(i). If for infinitely many hyperplanes Hk approaching x, there is an A(i) such that on the boundary of A(i) n Hk one obtains a repelling point pair, it is hoped that then the solution curve to -Vf through x bifurcates at x .
The main theorem and a proof outline
The main result is Theorem 1.1. Let M be a compact, connected, triangulable, n-dimensional manifold without boundary embedded in Rn+1 and let f: M -► Sn be a continuous map of degree k .
If k ^ 0 or (-1 )"+1, then there is at least one pair of points x, y £ M, such that 1. f(x) = -f(y), and the total multiplicity of such point pairs is k'(k+^ ')") . In case (b) we can apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain the multiplicity
This number is not 0, whenever i/0 or (-1)"+1. D
Remark. Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 do not have gaps for the degrees 0, (-1)"+' and 0, 1 respectively: there are easy examples of functions with those degrees defined on S" , for which there are no repelling or attracting pairs. If / = constant, then the degree of / is 0 and there are neither attracting nor repelling pairs.
If / = identity map, then the degree of / is 1 and there are no attracting pairs.
If / = antipodal map, then the degree of / is (-1)"+1 and there are no repelling pairs.
Proof Outline for Theorem 1.1. We algebraically intersect the sets Kf = { [x, jTj^jî) e M x S" \f(x) = -f(y) ,x,yeM}, and Gf = {(x, f(x)) £Mx Sn\x £ M}, because any element in the intersection of these two sets automatically satisfies the conditions needed for a repelling pair. The algebraic intersection between the homology classes carried by Kf and Gf counts these occurrences with multiplicity. If the number is not 0, then we can guarantee at least one repelling pair. Gf, being the graph of /, can easily be shown to carry the homology (l,k)£H"(MxSn,Z), and so the main effort is to show, that Kf carries the homology
This will be done in several steps: In §2, we will deal with the case of a particularly nice map go : S" -* S" of degree k, where Kg0 is the union of the graphs of k functions of degree 1 ; this implies that Kg0 carries the desired homology.
In §3, we introduce geodesically simplicial maps and state the key technical lemma: Lemma 3.1. Let fo, f\'-TM -> GSn be geodesically simplicial and noncollapsing maps of degree k ^ 0, then the following two sets Afo = {(x,y)£M x M\fo(x) = -f0(y)} and Aft ={(x,y)£Mx
M\fx(x) = -fx(y)} can be triangulated and oriented naturally as n-dimensional homology cycles and an (n + l)-dimensional homology cobordism Ah can be constructed which has Af0 and Af{ as its boundary.
In §4, we show that for the continuous function / of Theorem 1.1, Af carries the same homology in H" (M x M -A, Z) as each one of a sequence of A f. 's, where the fi 's are geodesically simplicial maps uniformly approaching /. The idea is to show that Af contains an inverse limit involving the Af. 's.
In §5, we define the map e.MxM-A^MxS" {x'y)"{x>¥^k\)'
which sends Af to Kf. Using the result of §4, we know that Af carries the same homology in H"(M x M -A, Z) as Af0, where fo isa close geodesically simplicial and noncollapsing approximation of the ideal map go°rp , where rp is a very close geodesically simplicial and noncollapsing approximation of the radial projection from M onto a geometric sphere 5q , sitting in the bounded complement of M in R"+1 and go is the ideal map defined on 5" with the same degree as fi, • We prove that (a) Kf carries the homology 0,[Afo] £ H"(M x S" , Z) and that (b) Kfo = 6(Afo) carries the homology (k, k) £ Hn(M xSn,Z). The latter is accomplished by reducing the problem (M, fo) to the case (Sn , go) » and this case has been dealt with in §2.
Thus, one obtains that Kf carries the desired homology
Finally, we give a proof of Theorem 1.1, by intersecting Kf = 6(Af) with the graph of /, Gf. This ends the proof outline.
Motivation and example
We define a map go on S", where the assertion of the theorem can be verified easily. Lemma 2.1. There is a map go: S" -+ S" of degree k / 0, where the set Kg0 = | (x, jrj^ji) eS"xS" \g0(x) = go(x), x £ S"} carries the homology (k, k) £ Hn(Sn xSn ,Z).
Moreover, there are exactly fc'(fc+^~1) *> many pairs of points x,, y¡ £ S" , satisfying both
2. «>(*,) = ¿Eft • Proof. Define go inductively: n = 1: Let 8 £ [0,27i), x £ Sl and x = e'e, then define go(x) = ei(-i)"-'ke suppose, that this initial Sl = {(x,, x2, 0, ..., 0) 6 R"+1|x? + x¡ = 1} . Extend go to Sn by successively suspending with the antipodal maps. Now define maps y¡ : Sn -* S", j = 1,..., k, also inductively n = 1 : Vj■ : Sl -► Sl, let x = ew . Define yj(x) = ei(e+~¿TJL), then y, is a homeomorphism on Sl and go(yj (x)) = -go (x).
Inductively define y¡ on Sn by suspending with the antipodal map. -1)" ). But this counts a pair x, y twice, so we get exactly k'(k+(-i)n) many repelling pairs x, y.
3. The key technical lemma and its reduction to the simplicial case
In this section, we state and partly prove the key technical lemma, which says that any two geodesically simplicial and noncollapsing maps fo, fx have homologous "pull-backs" Af0 and Af . This is the key constructive idea of the whole proof, because the set Kf can be obtained as the image of Af under a continuous function defined later on. This lemma will allow us to reduce to the case of a function which is much easier to deal with than /.
Definitions and set up for the technical lemma. Let TM be a simplicial triangulation of M. Let GS" be a symmetric, geodesic triangulation of S" . For reference about geodesic triangulations of the sphere, see [1] . Definition 3.1. A triangulation G of S" is called symmetric if for every simplex a = x0Xi ■■■x¡ £ G, the simplex -o = (-x0)(-xx)■ ■ ■ (-x¡) £ G.
From GS" we construct a triangulated, symmetric, polyhedral sphere V by taking as its vertices the vertices of GS" and as its /-simplices the convex hull in R"+1 of the vertices xoXi • • ■ x¡, where a = xqXX ■ ■ ■ x¡ is a geodesic simplex in GS" . Denote this triangulation of I" by TE" .
Let cp : £" -► S" be the centric projection. Note that Af = Afimp. We will take f™» to be f0 and /fimp to be fi . The key technical result is Lemma 3.1. Let fo, fi: TM -» GS" be geodesically simplicial and noncollapsing maps of degree k ^ 0, then the following two sets Afo = {(x,y)£Mx M\f0(x) = -f0(y)} and Af = {(x,y)£MxM\fi(x) = -fi(y)} can be triangulated and oriented naturally as n-dimensional homology cycles and an (n + l)-dimensional homology cobordism Ah can be constructed which has Af0 and Af as its boundary.
In the proof of Lemma 3.1 we need a suitable homotopy H, which is constructed in Proof. By Hopfs Theorem and the Simplicial Approximation Theorem, there is a simplicial homotopy H: M x I ->I," with H(x, 0) = fo(x) and H(x, 1) = fi (x). With appropriate subdivisions we can assume that H is level preserving. Using general position we can take H to be noncollapsing. If necessary we have to subdivide again to make T(L" x I) equivariant with respect to the antipodal map on S". The construction of the pull-back Ah for H involves a lot of checking, which is left to the reader: AH = {(x,y,t)£MxMx I\H(x, t) = (z, t)&H(y, t) = (-z, t)} .
AH can be triangulated as a simplicial complex and has Af0 and Af as its boundary. From the above we obtain an inverse system in homology:
where H" means Cech homology. By passing to the limit, we get by Theorem 5.8 (p. 195) in [6] , that
here, the Cech homology groups are the same as the singular homology groups, because all the spaces are 2«-dimensional manifolds, which are paracompact and Hausdorff (see [3, p. 220] ). By the same theorem in [6] , we also get that ñ,(B00,Z)= limH,(Bm,Z). for all m . By passing to the limit, we can conclude by Theorem 5.8 (p. 195) in [6] , that (rp, ids.)o"'(,,,) = (", ,ds.) (x, ¡jlg^lii) = 6(rp(x) , rp(y)) = 6 o (rp, rp)(x, y).
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